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Unit 12
Section One: Reading Comprehension

The Online World
Your PC and your willingness to explore are central to
unlocking the door to the online world.
To open the door and go online, you will need to connect your
PC to the global network we call the Internet.
That can be done in a variety of ways.
You can enter using cable modems connected to cable TV, using
ISDN or ADSL (both over twisted-pair telephone wire), wireless
satellite links, and direct links via LANs.
However, most of us enter cyberspace by simply plugging the
phone line into our PC’s modem and running our
communications software.

What Is the Internet?
The Internet is a worldwide collection of interconnected networks.
It’s actually comprised of thousands of independent networks at
academic institutions, military installations, government agencies,
commercial enterprises, and other organizations.
Once on the Internet, cybersurfers can tap into a vast array of
information resources, have access to millions of retrievable files, ‘talk’
on thousands of worldwide newsgroups, send e-mail to close to
hundreds of millions of people in every country, and take advantage of
thousands of free and pay-for-use information services.
Just how big is the Internet?
The Net, the Internet’s nickname, links a million networks with even
more Internet host server computers in every country in the world.
Internet hosts are connected to the Internet 24 hours a day.
Thousands more join this global network each month.

The Link to the Internet
How do you get on the Internet?
In this section we talk about connecting to the Internet and, also, we
unravel the mystery of how information is packaged and sent over
the Internet.
There are three levels at which you can connect your PC to the
Internet:
Connect via an Information Service Gateway.
One way to gain access to the Internet is to subscribe to a
commercial information service.
This level one connection method is a popular choice for people
working from their home or small business and for those who wish
to link their home PC to the Internet.

Connect via an Internet Service Provider.
At the second level of Internet service, you would make the connection
via a dialup connection through an Internet service provider.
This type of connection gives you direct access to the Internet.
A dialup connection is a temporary connection established using a
modem to dial up the number (over a telephone line or a digital ISDN
or ADSL line) for a line linked to a remote computer with Internet
access.
An Internet service provider (ISP) is any company that provides individuals
and organizations with access to, or presence on, the Internet.
Direct via Network Connection.
A level three direct connection to the Internet generally is preferable to
a dial up ink (levels one and two above) because it normally gives you
faster interaction with the Internet.
At this level, your PC is wired directly into the internet, usually via a
Local Area Network (LAN).

TCP/IP and Packets
The Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is
the communications protocol that permits data transmission over
the Internet.
Any modern operating system (for example, Window 9x/NT/2000 or
Mac OS) comes with the software needed to handle TCP/IP
communications.
Communications over the Net are built around this two-layer
protocol.
A protocol is a set of rules computers use to talk to each other.
The Transmission Control Protocol (the TCP of the TCP/IP) sets
the rules for the packaging of information into Packets.
Each message, file and so on to be sent over the Internet is
disassembled and places into packets for routing over the Internet.

The Internet Protocol (the IP of the TCP/IP) handles the address,
such that each packet is routed to its proper destination.
Here is how it works.
When you request a file from an Internet server computer, the TCP
layer divides the file into one or more packets, associates a number
with each packet, and then routes them one-by-one through the IP
layer.
Each packet has the same destination IP address, but they may take
different paths through the Internet to their destination.
At the destination, the TCP layer waits until all the packets arrive,
reassembles them, and then forwards them to users as a single file.
Each point-of-presence (POP) on the Internet has a unique address
with four numbers separated by periods (for example, 206.28.104.10).
A POP is an access point to the Internet.
An ISP may have many POPs so that subscribers can dial local
telephone numbers to gain access.

Going Online Without a PC

You don’t have to have a PC connect to the Internet.
Access to the Internet is becoming so much a part of our lives
that engineers are finding new ways to give us Internet access.
Cyberphobics and those who don’t want to purchase a PC can
gain access in other ways.
The most popular devices are those associated with TV.
Some new TVs have built-in modems, Web browsers, and email software.
Or, if you don’t need a new TV, these capabilities can be
purchased in the form of a set-top box and linked to existing
TVs.
Each TV option comes with a remote keyboard for input.

Entrepreneurs are becoming very imaginative about
delivery of Internet service.
There’s even a plug-in cartridge that turns a Sega video
game into a Web browser.
The telephone Internet appliance is another path to Internet
access.
Such devices are used primarily for checking e-mail.
Some cellular phones have tiny embedded displays, like
those on a video camera, that let you tap the Internet.

Retrieving and Viewing Information
Once you have established an Internet connection, you’re ready to
explore the wonders of the Internet.
To do so you need to open a client program that will let you retrieve and
view Internet resources.
A client program runs on your PC and works in conjunction with a
companion server program that runs on the Internet host computer.
The client program contacts the server program, and they work together
to give you access to the resources on the Internet server.
Client programs are designed to work with one or more specific kinds of
server programs (for example, the Microsoft Internet Explorer client
software works with the companion Internet Explorer server software).
A single server computer might have several different server programs
running on it, enabling it to accommodate a variety of clients.
A browser is one kind of client.
Browsers are application software that present you with a graphical user
interface (GUI) for searching, finding, viewing, and managing
information over any network.
Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Communicator are the two
most popular browsers.

Uniform Resource Locator: The Internet Address
The URL, or uniform resource locator (pronounced ‘U-R-L’ or ‘earl’), is
the Internet equivalent of an address.
Just as postal addresses progress from general to specific (country, state,
city, to street address), URLs do the same.
The URL gives those who make information available over the Internet a
standard way to designate where Internet elements, such as server sites,
documents, files, newsgroups, and so on, can be found.
When on the Internet, you will encounter URLs like these:
 ftp://ftp.prenhall.corn/
(Prentice Hall ftp site)
 http://www.yahoo.coni/
(lnternet portal and search engine)
 news://alt.tennis/
(tennis newsgroup)
 gopher://wiretap.spies.com/oo/library/classic/twocity.txt/
(African National Congress Information)

Part I. Comprehension Exercises
A. Put “T” for true and “F” for false statements. Justify your

T
……..1.One
way to go online is to subscribe to a commercial
information service.
F
……..2.The
dialup connection, is a permanent modem-based
communications link with another computer.
T
………3.Network
connection to the Internet may be done via a
local area network.
F
………4.Packets
are transmitted over the Internet via identical
paths.
T
………5.At
the destination, the TCP reassembles the packets and
forwards them to users as a single file.

B. Choose a, b, c, or d which best completes each item.
1. Which of the following is NOT a link to the Internet?
a. Interprovincial bonds
b. ISDN
c. Wireless satellite
d. Cable TV

2. The Internet is short for
a. international network
b. interconnected networks
c. internal net e-mail terminal
d. none of the above

3. It can be inferred from the text that the TCP/IP
a. can provide the packets or handle the addresses interchangeably
b. can handle any type of operating system
c. is not capable of handling all types of computers across the
networks
d. links dissimilar computers across many kinds of networks

4. According to the text by the TCP.
a. files to be sent over the Internet are divided into packets
b. packets are numbered
c. numbered packets are routed through the IP
d. all of the above

5. Which statement is NOT true?
a. An ISP may have many POPs.
b. POP’s versatility simplifies access gain to the Internet.
c. Complicated technology has caused difficulties in gaining
access to the Internet.
d. Access to the Internet is also possible in ways other than a
PC.

6. Having established an Internet connection
a. a client program, together with a server program,
helps you explore the wonders of the Internet
b. the server program contacts the client program to
give you access to the Internet resources
c. a client program, together with a server computer,
opens the path for the users to gain access to the
Internet
d. the server computer contacts the server program to
accommodate the client

C. Answer the following questions orally.
1. What is the Internet comprised of?
2. Name the levels at which you can connect your PC to the
Internet.
3. What is the advantage of the network connection to the
Internet over the other levels of connection?
4. What is the function of the Internet Protocol?
5. Name some ways other than PCs that give us Internet access.

Part II Language Practice
A. Choose a, b, c, or d which best completes each item.

1. The communications protocol for the Net is:
a. the ISP
b. the URL
c. the TCP/IP
d. the http

2. When you subscribe to a commercial information
service, you get communications software, a
username and password. The communications
software may be designed specifically to work
with an information service network or it may be
an Internet
a. logon
b. browser
c. newbie
d. surfer

3. The easiest way to gain access to the Internet is
through a commercial information service’s
gateway. Or you can make the connection via a
dialup connection through
a, an Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
b. an Internet high-speed link called T-L Line
c. an Internet Services Digital Network
d. an Internet Service Provider

4. A…………….. is a software program on the server
computer that manages resources and can work in
conjunction with a client program.
a. hyper text markup language
b. server program
c. client program
d. uniform resource locator

5. The portion of the URL before the first colon, the
http (Hyper Text Transport Protocol) is the primary
access method for interacting with the Internet. Other
common access methods include ftp (File Transfer
Protocol) for transferring files for newspapers and
gopher for accepting information via a Gopher menu
tree.
a. talk
b. news
c. link
d. dial up

B. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate
form of the words given.
1. Use
2. a. Yahoo is a popular Internet search engine. Internet
users
………….
Can enter keywords or phrases, the search
engine scans and then lists applicable pages.
used
b. The basic elements…………..
for server navigation and
viewing include the menu bar, the toolbar, the URL bar,
the workspace, and the status bar.
c. Web resources are designed to be accessed with easy-to………….browsers.
use

2. Associate
associated with speed and accuracy.
a. Computers are…………………
associations around the world to
b. There are many computer…………….
which computer professionals belong.
associates in different cities often communicate
c. Business………………..
with each other via their computers.

3. Differ
difference in flowcharting for a
a. There is a very big ……………
program to be written in COBOL or FORTRAN.
different
b. There are many……………..
computer manufacturers
today, and a buyer must be able to differ between the
advantages and disadvantages
c. The opinions of programmers as to the best way of solving
differ Greatly.
a problem often ………….

4. Capable
capable
a. A computer is …………..of
performing repetitive operations at a very fast
rate.
capabilities and limitations of the computer are recognized,
b. Until the ……………….
its usefulness cannot be thoroughly understood.

5. Message
a. A spoken or keyed message is sent on the first try, and at any time of the
day or night, to a specified individual who has a storage mailbox in the
messaging
……………..…….
system.
b. The receiver can periodically link up with the system and review stored
messages
……………….….
at time that is convenient.

C. fills in the blanks with the following words
Everyone
adds
recipient's

message
with

mailbox
can

with
You can send e-mail to and receive it from anyone ….………..an
Internet e-mail address, which is just about…….……….
anyone who
uses the Internet. Each Internet user has an electronic
mailbox
……………to
which e-mail is sent. E-mail sent to a particular
can
person ………….
be ‘opened’ and read by that person. To send
message
an e-mail …..………….,
the user simply enters the address of
adds
the recipient, keys in a message ………..a
subject in the subject
line, and clicks the send icon to place the message in the
recipient
………….….electronic
mailbox.

D. Put the following sentences in the right order to form
a paragraph.
Write the corresponding letters in the boxes provided.
a. These information services use an electronic scanner to ‘read’ each

message before it is posted to a bulletin board or a forum. In a split
second the scanner flags those words and phrases that do not comply
with the information service’s guidelines.
b. b. Millions of people have access to and participate in the bulletin
boards and online forums.
c. The scanner even catches words or phrases that may be disguised with
asterisks and so on.
d. Some information services feel obligated to give their subscribers an
environment that is free of offensive language.
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